Topics to be discussed in this week
 Terms

to be explained
 Types of relative clause
 Reduced adjective clauses
 Omission of subordinators
 Preferability of “That” over other
subordinators
 Some special structures

Adjective(Relative) clause
Terms to be explained
 Adjective

clause subordinators: Who, whom,
which, that, whose, where, when, why, whereby
 Antecedent: the noun or pronoun immediately
preceding the relative pronoun
 Adjective clause: the clause beginning with any
one of the relative pronouns or adverbs
 Non-defining relative clause: the adjective
clause separated by a pair of commas

An illustrative example
Earnest Hemingway’s The old Man and the Sea,
which won him the Pulitzer prize, has already
been translated into many languages.

Antecedent
Non-defining relative clause
Relative clause subordinator

Types of relative clause
 Defining(identifying, restrictive,

essential) relative

clauses:
1. The man who robbed you has been arrested.
2. Women who miscalculate are called
“mothers.”
3. The girls whom he employs are always
complaining about long hours at work.
4. A mind which is stretched to a new idea never
returns to its original dimensions.
5. The room which we rented was leaking.

5. The children worked in a schoolroom whose
windows were never opened.
6. She felt a chill as she stood on the very spot
where the murderer had been hanged.
7. I remember the day when I arrived on the
campus of the University of Tabriz.
8. He gave me no reason why he changed from
psychology to economics.
9. The new mass-transit-bus system whereby
many passengers are transported was recently
established in Tabriz.

Non-defining relative clauses
1.
2.

3.

Peter, who had been driving all day,
suggested, stopping at the next town.
Millard Fillmore, whom almost nobody
remembers, was president of the United
States from 1848 to 1852.
Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream”,
which was delivered before over 250,000
American people, is one of the world’s
ten top speeches.

4. Hamlet, whose father died because of
poison in his ear, swore an oath of revenge
of his father’s murderer.
5. Her favorite season was spring, when

the Earth seemed born again.
6. Last summer we visited Isfahan, where
most buildings were not three stories
higher.
7. The castle was connected to a secret
underground pathway, whereby soldiers
could leave it and go on their missions.

Cases of non-defining relative clauses
 Antecedents as

proper nouns
1. Ann, whose children are at school all day,
devotes her time to painting.
2. Bill Clinton, who was the American expresident, is an off-the-cuff speaker.
 An already mentioned antecedent
1. I bought a teddy bear for my little niece for
her birthday. The teddy bear, which I
bought for my little niece, cost me a lot of
money.

 Antecedents preceded

by possessive and
demonstrative adjectives or other more
restrictive modifiers
1. His father, whom you saw painting the front
door, is retired.
2. The stranger gave me a nasty look, which
was so disturbing.
 The plural antecedents referring to all
members of the same class.
1. The apples, which you are eating, are rotten.
2. The demonstrators, who were chanting
mottoes of freedom, were dispersed by the
police.

Connective relative clauses

1.
2.

Relative clauses immediately following
the object or object of preposition
She typed the letter, which she later
sent to her boss.
I passed the salt to my brother, who
took and sprinkled his food.

Some notes

1.

2.

Antecedents should immediately precede
their pronouns
The idea which she put forward was
interesting. (* The idea was interesting
which she put forward.)
The news which I heard on the radio
strartled me. (* I heard the news on the
radio which startled me.



The verb in the adjective clauses agrees with the
noun or pronoun immediately preceding it.
1. Iran is one of the countries which strive for world
peace and stability.
2. It was you who are responsible for all the
damage to my car.
 Double subjects or objects are not allowed in
adjective clauses
1. * The loan which he borrowed it from the bank
had to be repaid in two years with a lot of
interest.
2. *The driver who he was speeding was fined.

 Prepositions can

either precede the
subordinators or occupy the end of the clause.
1. The patient at whom the cranky nurse yelled
kept quiet and did not complain.(Formal)
2. The hotel which he was staying in was an
expensive one. (Informal but more natural)
 Particles can not be placed before the
subordinators. The same holds true for threeword verbs ending in prepositions, although it
is generally avoided.
1. * The baby after whom she was looking was
her little sister.
2. The midwife with whose behavior her coworkers could not put up was transferred to
another hospital. (very, very formal)

 Who

and That can never be used after
prepositions
1. * The student to who the teacher was pointing
failed to give the correct answer.
2. *The prison in that I was spending the rest of
my life was an opportunity to correct myself.
 With omission of subordinators, prepositions
must be moved to the end of the clause
1. *The well in(which) he happened to fall was ten
meters deep.
2. He did not noticed the stone over(which) he
tripped.

 That
1.

2.


1.

is never used in non-defining relative clauses
*General Motors, that is one of the American big
three carmakers, went broke in the recession.
*The former UN secretary general Kofi Annan,
that represented the UN and Arab League in
Syria, resigned a few months ago.
Subordinators can never be omitted in nondefining relative clauses
King,(whose) nonviolence action gained him
much popularity among both black and white
American people, was assassinated in 1968.

 Only
1.

2.

3.
4.

which can be used to refer back to a
whole previous sentence
Our English professor always attended the
classes on time, which made his students
respect him highly.
The dealer often used dirty tricks in his
dealings with other people, which made
him disgusting.
My father always snores in his sleep, which
bothers me a lot.
I had to change from English Literature to
English Language teaching, which was so
unfortunate.


1.

2.

Personal pronouns are rarely used as
antecedents
We who were two hours early for the
show did not manage to find any
tickets.
She who was heavily criticized by her
mother for staying out late arrived home
earlier than the previous nights.

Omission of subordinators


Subordinators as the object
1. He is the man(whom/that) we met in the
drugstore.
2. Last week I saw the film (which/that) you
made at college.
 Subordinators followed by “be” forms
1. The boy(who/that is)talking to the
teacher is from Shiraz.
2. The airplane (which/that was) flying at
the highest speed high in the air
suddenly crashed.

 Subordinators as
1.

2.
3.

subject
The tribespeople trading with (who
traded) with the settlers retained their
land.
People coming (who come) from Wales
are quite musical.
International Imam Khomeini
University, hosting(which hosts)
international students, has been
developing rapidly in recent years.

Preferability of “That” over other subordinators


1.
2.

1.
2.

After indefinites and quantifiers: all,
everyone, everybody, no one, no body, little,
few, something, anything, much, none,
All that glitters is not gold.
Give this to anybody that asks for it.
After ordinal numbers
Mrs Ansarin was the first woman that was
sent into space.
The Catcher in the Rye was the first
American novel that I read.

 After

superlatives
1. Mr. Rezazadeh is the most outstanding
weightlifter that lives in Iran.
2. “Hamlet” was the most intriguing movie that I
had ever watched.
 In cleft sentences: “It + be” structure
1. It was Ali that I went out with.
2. It is the money that matters most.
3. It was the plague that killed so many people.
4. It is the swine flu that is so many people are
worried about.

Reduced adjective clauses


As present or past participle phrases

1. The lawyer who was defending his client in the

courtroom was threatened to death by some
unknown men outside the court.

The lawyer defending his client in the courtroom
was threatened to death by some unknown men
outside the court.

2. Charles Dickens, who was living in the 19th

century, made a big contribution to children by
opposing child labor in his writings.
Charles Dickens, living in the 19th century, made a
big contribution to children by opposing child
labor in his writings.
3. The astronauts, who were reported to be very
cheerful, are expected to land on the moon shortly.
The astronauts, reported to be very cheerful, are
expected to land on the moon shortly.

4. The criminal who was sentenced to death
had murdered a toddler.
The criminal sentenced to death had murdered
a toddler.
5. Apples that are rotten must be thrown away.
*Apples rotten must be thrown away.
Rotten apples must be thrown away.

 As noun phrases
1.

Language Testing, which is a difficult
subject, can be enjoyable.

Language testing, a difficult subject, can be
enjoyable.
2. Tabriz, which is a megacity in the north
west of Iran, is famous for its changeable
weather.
Tabriz, a megacity in the north west of Iran, is
famous for its changeable weather.

 As adjective phrases
1.

The Thames, which is now clean enough to
swim in, was polluted for over a hundred
years.

The Thames, now clean enough to swim in,
was polluted for over a hundred years.
2. Apples that are rotten must be thrown away.
*Apples rotten must be thrown away.
Rotten apples must be thrown away.

 As prepositional phrases
1.

The books which are on the shelf all are
at least 5 hundred years old.

The books on the shelf all are at least 5
hundred years old.

Some special structures


Quantifiers , indefinites, superlatives and
numbers + of + which/whom: all, a few, a
little, some, many, either, each, half, ten,
fifteen, etc
1. His money, most of which was lost on his
way back home, was never found.
2. Both players, neither of whom reached the
final, played well.
3. The lamb was chased by a pack of
wolves, one of which was leading the rest.

4. The police tried to disperse the
demonstrators, many of whom were
fighting them back.
5. The singer was protected by a dozen body
guards, half of whom were armed.
6. The auditorium was filled by the audience,
all of whom were wearing headphones to
hear the speaker lecturing on the role of
praying in daily life.
7. The teaching methods, almost all of which
were developed in ideal settings, do not
necessarily fit into our educational system.

 At

a recent Tehran exhibition, local
companies, some of which are doing
business with European companies,
displayed domestically made solar panels
and wind turbines.
 He said that the ceasefire was
discussed with other factions "that we
were able to contact", most of which
agreed "on the principle".

Noun + of + which
1.
2.
3.
4.

The sled was drawn on the snow by a team
of dogs, the leader of which was Buck.
He was scratching his head, the hair of
which was thin.
She was wearing an overcoat, the lining of
which was covered with silk.
We were skating on the lake, the top of
which was frozen.

5. The scuba divers reached a ship, the

wreckage of which showed it had sunk
recently.
6. The lion cubs, the strongest of which always
had an eye for the rest of the cubs, were
growing up very fast.
7. This term we are having Grammar Three,
the first quiz of which is due next week.

Subordinators

Used for

Relative Pronouns

Used as

subject Object

Defining

Non-defining

Who

People, animals

√

˟

√

√

Whom

People

˟

√

√

√

Which

Objects,
animals, ideas

√

√

√

√

That

People, objects,
animals, ideas

√

√

√

˟

Whose

Relationships,
possessions

√

√

√

√

Where

Places

√

√

√

√

When

Times

√

√

√

√

Why

Reasons

√

√

√

√

Whereby

Methods, means

√

√

√

˟

Relative Adverbs

